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Wellington

2020 Strategic Plan

Our Purpose

Our Values
Respect
Excellence
Teamwork

To lead, support
and provide
opportunities for
the development
of swimming
in the region,
resulting in
more people
taking part and
reaching their
potential

Our Vision

New Zealand’s
top performing
region

OUR STRATEGIC

GOALS
We know the
future we want

Our Priorities
1. Swimming relationships and
insights
2. Swimming pathways and
programmes
3. Financial viability
4. Leading and performing

1
2
3
4

Effective relationships and insights enabling quality services to be provided

Results

1. Increased insights into the needs of our members, partners and local
communities
2. Increased club capability leading to strong healthy clubs
3. Increased support for swimming from stakeholders
Provide relevant, exciting and quality swimming pathways and programmes

Results

1. Strengthened swimming pathways and events that meet the development
needs of swimmers and swimming
2. Increased participation in swimming as a sport and for active recreation in
the Wellington Region
3. Improved the experience and performance of the region’s swimmers
Swimming Wellington is financially strong and sustainable

Results

1. Reduced the cost of participation in swimming
2. Increased revenue streams
3. Increased sponsorship
Lead and deliver ever-improving value to members and partners through sustainable performance improvements & capability

Results

1. Valued and recognised staff and volunteers who deliver effective services at
a sustainable cost.
2. Achieved or exceeded our key performance targets
3. Improved governance, health & safety and compliance standards

OUR

ACTIONS
We know what we
need to achieve

Swimming relationships and insights
•
•
•
•
•

Develop and implement a stakeholder management plan
Develop an ‘All About Swimming’ communication for existing and future partners or sponsors
Continue to develop club capability
Continue working with Sport Wellington on a single sport & recreation plan for the region
Establish opportunities to engage regularly with members, partners, local councils and
community groups to gain input, insights and feedback

•

Improve our use of data to reach stakeholders and measure performance (Digital Strategy)

Swimming programmes and pathways
•
•
•
•

Work collaboratively with swimmers, coaches, officials, administrators, SNZ, pool
management and sponsors to create relevant, exciting swimming pathways and events
Work with swim schools to improve the transition from LTS into club swimming
Work within the community to create opportunities for swimming
Develop and implement a swimmer survey to measure swimmer experience

Financial viability
•
•
•
•

Engage and work with local councils to reduce cost of participation (includes
understanding and challenging cost models etc.)
Review operational cost with the view to make savings
Develop sponsorship strategy and proposals
Identify and investigate viability of additional revenue sources, (includes events,
merchandise & membership categories)

Leading and Performing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review services to ensure they are designed with all member needs in mind
Review performance targets for leadership, services and membership
Promote ethical behaviour in all dealings and practice good citizenship within our
communities
Enable employees and clubs to continually look to improve services and service
delivery to members
Ensure appropriate, effective and engaging communication channels are being used
Deliver effective governance, safety and compliance programmes

OUR

MEASURES
We know how we
are performing
Goal 1

Effective relationships and insights enabling
quality services to be provided

Measure

1. Members and strategic partners feel valued, engaged and satisfied
(through survey)
2. Increase in partner and community support for swimming
3. Improvement in club capability (Compass self assessment tool)

Goal 2

Provide relevant, exciting and quality
swimming experiences

Measure

1. An increase in the number of club and competitive swimmers
2. An improvement in swimming experience survey results
3. Increases in XLR8 & FINA points, and qualifiers across the
Wellington Region

Goal 3

Swimming Wellington is financially
strong and sustainable

Measure

1. Maintained participation costs within the rate of inflation
2. Increased revenue
3. Secured a headline sponsor for Swimming Wellington
by 2020

Goal 4
Measure

Lead and deliver ever-improving value
to members and partners through
sustainable performance improvements
& capability

1. Membership satisfaction and retention levels
2. Employee performance (effectiveness, well-being,
satisfaction, motivation and development)
3. Governance and leadership performance (achievement of
targets, strategic outcomes and compliance measures)

